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The ”goofing off until you have a bot
idea” approach to generative art
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Let’s Make a Bot!
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• Check out the bot at
https://botsin.space/@check_out_my_band!

• I used the Wordnik API and Allison Parrish’s
pronouncingpy python module.

• Other contexts I thought about generating:
• Have you read Jane Austen’s latest hit?
• I’m teaching a new class next year!
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Some Linguistic Theory:
Frame Semantics



L. Barsalou (1992): Frames, Concepts, and Conceptual Fields

Image from Gamerschlag et al. (2014): Frames and Concept Types
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http://barsaloulab.org/Online_Articles/1992-Barsalou-chap-frames.pdf
https://www.springer.com/de/book/9783319015408


Bottle of Italian Red Wine



bottle

PURPOSE store liquids

WEIGHT 1.1kg

CONTENT


wine

TASTE sweet

COLOR red

ORIGIN Italy


… …
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Q: So... it’s basically, like, Object Orientation, but for
everything?

A: Yes.
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A Frame for a Word



lexicon entry

PART OF SPEECH 1
DEFINITION 2

REPRESENTATION


linguistic sign

ORTHOGRAPHY 3
RHYMING PART 4
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Two Frames for Two Words
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Filling in Values



lex. entry

POS V
DEF to travel from one point…

REPR


linguistic sign

ORTHO teleport
RHYMING AO R T







lex. entry

POS V
DEF to arrange into some order…

REPR


linguistic sign

ORTH sort
RHYMING AO R T
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Filling in Values



lex. entry

POS N
DEF the state of being unified

REPR


linguistic sign

ORTHO unification
RHYMING EY SH AH N







lex. entry

POS N
DEF the act or process of irrigating

REPR


linguistic sign

ORTH irrigation
RHYMING EY SH AH N
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Take-Home Messages



Summary

• The AVM structure makes things like coindexation
easy.

• Running the bot is now a logical constraint-solving
task: Identify entities A and B, such that A and B
share a value for their attribute /repr/rhyming.
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Summary

I invite you to think about your own creative
projects in a frame-y way: It helps you
understand how entities relate to each other.
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Thank you! Say hi or find me online
if you want to chat!



More info...



Frames in a Nutshell

• Concepts have a type (e.g. bottle, wine, etc.)

• Concepts are described in terms of their attributes;
entities are described in terms of their attributes
and values.

• The value of an attribute can itself be a complex
concept (c.f. the value of the content attribute of
the bottle, which was a wine frame).

• We can indicate that two values are identical using
coindexation.

• There is no single correct architecture; it depends on
what you want to achieve.
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Tomorrow, I’m giving a talk at the NLP Reading Group at CUNY:
From Text to Frame Generation – find the slides on my website
if you’re interested in a more linguistic perspective!
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